where aCt) = 0.57 + 1.08 t, and E is the laboratory energy of the n • Choosing EO = 0.7 BeV and ~(t) = const. = 60.4 mb one correctly fits the relative height of the near forward peak and the secondary peak. We now extrapolate this expression down to PL = 1.7 BeV/c and check that it roughly fits dcr/dt.
2 Note in particular that the dip at t ~ -0.6 Bev 2 persists down to this energy and that the magnitudes of the near forward We partial-wave analyze B(E, z) in the direct channel,
Bi(E) _ ~ Jr dz pp(z) B(E, z).
We integrate out to 180 deg, but we ignore the small backward peak coming from N-exchange.Furthermoreifwe want to use i3(t) in (1) (1) give a rough fit to the dcr/dt data.
Actually we let PL vary beyond these limits and consider (1) and (2) are mainly relevant at intermediate energies, PL ~ 3.0 BeV/c, since at high energies the secondary peak is so much suppressed that the presence of the nodes becomes less relevant.
Are the circles in Fig. 1 really resonances? The problem is that We do not know yet whether this equivalence is a very general feature of strong interactions. But we might mention one additional example, Kip. Assume for the moment that the Pomeranchon is a special case with ap(t) = 1, and that for purposes of describing we can -6-lump together all odd signature meson trajectories (p, w, ~') into one trajectory X, and all even signature trajectories (~, f, f') into Y.
We further assume that X and Yare exchange degenerate. 
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